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Obiedives:

Ms. Youthika, Ms. Swati Khurana, Ms. Bhavika Ahuja,
Ms. Shevanjali Aneja and Ms. Shivani Mangta, Mr. Gaurav

Educational Visit File

. To explore the history of Indian Railways.

' To familiarize learners with splendid collection of 100+ exhibits showcasing the heritage of Indian
Railways.

To enhance aesthetic and social skills of the learners.
. To make them understand the importance of our Railway Transport.
Descriotion=

"The expert in anything was once a beginner'.
Outdoor Education is an approach to learning that makes planned, regular and effective use of

experiences outside the classroom to excite, motivate and challenge the young learners. Therefore an
educational visit to Railway Museum was conducted for the learners of Class II. Basic information
about the museum was shared with them in advance which generated curiosity in their minds. The
basic features of the museum, like it was opened on 1't February L977 and it is an amalgamation of
rare steam locomotives, historical pictures, railway artifacts along with some static and working models
of a wide variety of trains in India. On visiting the museum learners first took a ride in the toy train
which was extremely exciting for them. while taking the round they got to see many types of engines
-.,d models of tracks' Afterwards they visited the indoor rail museum where they saw static and
working models, signaling equipments, antique furniture, historical photographs and related literature
etc' After coming back from the visit the iearners were given a worksheet to pen down their
experiences of the visit and were asked to draw what they found interesting at the museum. It was an
enriching experience and helped in developing the aesthetic and social domains of the learners.
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Educational Visit to Railway Museum 
t

RDPS

Railway Museum, Chanakya puri, Delhi
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Prepared by: Ms. Youthika...
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